05/14/98 Satellite Lounge, Houston, TX

From: "Hartman, Gary" (Hartman@UH.EDU)
Hey now,
Since I don't see any posts yet about last night, I'll just say a word or two about
the Incident at the Fabulous Satellite Lounge here in Space City.
Having arrived early to get set up with Jon O (to whom, as always, major kudos
& thanks are due), Incidentalisters Alan, Ches & I were a little concerned to see
only about a dozen people in the joint as Keller's time approached. However,
once Seinfeld had said his goodbyes, folks started arriving in goodly numbers.
When all was said & done, the club (which has little seating but maybe room for
300 or so dancers & millers-about) was pleasantly crowded but not packed.
Those who came had plenty to smile about. Keller entertained the arrivees with a
set that included Deadhead-friendly covers of El Paso (to open) and Doin' That
Rag.
When the boys came on around 10:30, it didn't take long to get down to
business: Little Hands, in the second slot, was one of the highlights of the night - played with massive energy & enthusiasm all around and including a wonderful
long jam. A full setlist is gonna have to wait for consultations with fellow tapers,
but the first set also sported Mountain Girls and a beautiful Smile.
The second set contained the night's big surprise. As the possum ran through the
Blackberries, there was a pause, a space, and an expectation. Would we get
Estimated, which had been soundchecked? Nope, instead familiar strains
coalesced into Hotel California. Not a tease, a full-fledged version, albeit sans
vocals. As a friend said, "At first it seemed cheesy (no pun intended) but, man,
Hotel California rocked!" Setlist freaks, is this a first?
The obligatory nod to Texas was Redneck Mother, complete with Bill's toast to
Lone Star beer, the dubious virtues of which he had extolled a couple of times
during the evening. A well-jammed Black Clouds concluded the second set. With
encores, the show ran about 2.5 hours.
Contrary to its reputation as a musical wasteland, Houston does have a dedicated
if small tapers community. There were perhaps a half dozen patched in and one
very impressive audience rig. After getting back from Austin, I'll be making some
D>D and D>A offers here, so watch this space.
Thanks, SCI & all those who made this Incident possible, for coming to Houston.
Peace in Cheese,
Gary
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Set 2:
Come As You Are

Hold What You Got->
Well You Needn't
Rhum 'n' Zook
Rhythm Of The Road
Up Against The Wall,
Redneck Mother
Blackberry Blossom->
Hotel California Jam->
Blackberry Blossom->
Black Clouds
encore:
Mercy, Mercy, Mercy
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Dudley's Kitchen->
Little Hands->
How Mountain Girls Can Love
The Chicken->
Missing Me->
That's What Love Will Make
You Do
I Can See You Smile

